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FOR DR. RALPH AUDY

. He and wq were united in our philosophical
. approach to .the world scene.

How remarkable has been that gentle.man
who within less than one year

endeared.himself to us,

Gave impetus to our projects, taught us
many things, and gave us inspiration

to carryon our work

With the warmth of hisfriendship.
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.Introduction

In response to an invitation sent. by the Academy of World
Studies to the.tweftty-five or so San Francisco Bay' Area inst-
tutions of.higher learning, on March 15, 1974, Bay'Arba educa.:.
tors, representatives of colleges and research centers, busi-
ness leaders, high school students,Aollege students, leaders

-.from multi-natiotial corporations, urban planners, civic 'group
leaders,0 international and world affairs group representatives
iand'interested laypeople assembled atthe Clift Hotelin San
Francisco.to participate together in a COLLOQUIUM ON THE UNITED
iNATIONS UNIVERSITY4

Over dinner in the evening, participants listened as Dr.
Harold Taylor,*oftheUnited.States Cormilittee for the United
Nations Univefti*, sgokelon "The World AsiAn Open Univei.sity--

w The' United Nations Ian. Dr. Taylor' sketched in the histori-
cal-and situational' context in which theA.d0a of a United Na'-
tions University hascome to begin to be realized, and then went

-onto describe the structure of the Uniyersity as that is set,a forth in the University Charter, and the high'poesibilitied of
the University as those can be realized within the terms of the
openXharter.d

4'.
. .

-0

E'resent day universities have becomepotent instruments of
social change within many of the national cultures of the ,world,
Dr. Taylor pointed out; suggesting/that once we realize that
"Mankind's sole 'Salvation lies in everyone making everything his
,business," we can then understand that the educational question
to be asked Dow-is, "How on this present planet.we can organize
aneducational system-which pays'respect'to the sacredness Of
life.on this' planet, and which tries to make clear to the whole '

world. that we all. belong ;o the same. Ounian race, and that each
of us is simply a variety of the saWspecies, called human, oc-.
cupying different cultures, different societies and different
places on earth." S nce universities evolved, Dr. T4lor said, .

"there has been a c cern that everyone share in the development
of universal knowledge." )'

But on. the whole, Dr..TaylOr'Etted, university scholars
have'not been able to adequately project this vision of-a uni-
versality of knowledge for the present time, and if universality
is our goal, then we need something new: "In order to have a
university which genuinely represents the cultures of the'world,
it is not possible to go on with just the ones we now have.ftwith
the conception of having a universal knowledge, of having a uni--
versity in which a the ideas from everywhere can be represent- .

ed in equal status,:bo that everybody's culture is accepted as
a genuine contribution to world culture, it At' neeessary%to have
a completely different, conception of what a university .

p000$
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This, Dr. TitYlor reminded us, is*thp.conception of a university
as one '"which serves the needs "of world sociepy, and is on, the .(

side of peace, social justice and non-violene social change.'
And the role of the intellectual must be to work .on behalf of
the people of the world and not simply on behalf of his own re-

search'specialty." Without a world body of world-oriented in-
itellectuals, Dr. Taylor continued, "we have no moral or Intel-
lectual or -even political-eenterllaccording to which the world
can:be organized to prevent wars, in order to improve the qual-

ity of life, and in order to reserve the resources' of the planet."

Og the eve of their day of work tegethef, Dr. Taylor in con=
clusionleft'the COLLOQUIUM participants with the task of asking,
"what are the resources which exist.in the San Francisco Bay Area
which could make our contribution in this part of the wo10.?ka

part of the whole world's affairs?" A special possibility exists
here in San Francisco, Dr. Taylor urged, of.reviVing the.spirit
that was in the founding of the United Nations, helping 'to pre-

serve the United NatioFis University-from.becoming another Unit-
ed Nations agency by working to make it the PeopleisTniversity
of the World. A

Saturday morning we gathered in plenary zessiOr, Dry. Taylor

with us, to organize our wort. The proceedihgs of the small
cussion groups are summarized in this report, and Ouriresults aie
synthesized in a summary statement by the President of the Academy

of World Studies..'.
4

John -Stockwell
Mitor

1. For the cOMplete text of Dr. Tayloris talk, write to the
Academy,of World Studies, 2820 Van Nese Avenue, San Fran-
cisco, California 94109,

- *

-/ 2. For a description of the structure of the U.N. University,

see the Charter itself, For a thorough 'discussion of his-
tory,'situation and poss.ibilities seel)r, Taylor's THE UN-

. ITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY `i(1973), available from The'rratien-S.

States Committee, 241 Vest 12th St., New Ybrk, N.Y. 10014.

3. For an account of.work done on:the idea of the U.N. Univer-

sity in one other regional gathering; see: "Recommendations
for Prioritie1.3 and Charter Changes for the U.N. University"
(Conference held in Waltham, Massachusetts, November 3.6-18,

.k
1973)i available from Association of.World-Colleges and Uni-

versities, 3 arbor Hill Diave,aintington, N.Y. 11743. A

study paper by Ronald Menheimer;. "Program for the Nordic U.N.

UniVersity," i available; 'One,very.useful publication is

the "Report of the.Conferende on Alternative Designs for.

World Universities" (Denmark,- August 19-25,.1973), also-avail-
Able from the Association of'WptldColleges and Universities.
tOther study groups have met in;peneda, Japan and elsewhere.)

...

I 0-
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FETING FROM MR. LCUIS LUNDBORG
to the

` UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY COLLOQUIUM

An-unalioidableengagement, I. sincerely-T.egrei, prevents me
from participating.as planned in thd Academy's.weekend confer-
ence.

You are meeting on a most practical approach to internatiO-n-
al cooperation on-common problems facing all mankind.

Your main speaker Dr. Harold Taylor has reported an enthusi-
astic response already, from members or the U.S. pdaic, especi-
ally-the academic community. We must also, recognize the need'for
private and .corporate support of the university complex, esPeci
elly of the regional centers outside the Tokyo headquarters.

True world peace 'requires a widespread sense of ,justice. This
means economic equfty for all peoples:and a world organization
that can provide for orderly change and insure a global law-keeping
system where everybody is accountable for his actions.in the inter-:
national arena. 1

We must urge colleagues in the business commuzil'7,7 to. Veep an
optimistic eye_ and' a geherous -p use open to realize the full por
tential of the United Nations iversity, Your endeavors;will
help start this exciting new step in Olankind's search for e' world
without war, a harmonious relationship o2 humans with their emr
ironment and with each other.

The information and communication that can come from thA, glo-
bal institution may not remove all the shock from the future but
it'should certainly bring hope to us and our children.

Every good wish to the Academy of World' Studies, with whom I'm
enthusiastically associated, and' to Harold, Taylor, Consul-General
Maeda and the other pioneers at this promising exploration of ways
and means for the San Francisco community to help support the United
Nationd University,

3/15/T4
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COLLOQUIUM on the

UNITED NATIONS.' UNI'V'ERSITY

Clift Hotel, San Francisco

ACADEMY OF WORLD STUDIES
2820 Van Ness Avenue San Francisco, Californta 94109 (415) 441 - 1404/1405

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION:

1. General Program/Policies

1974

a) What arthe "priority" world problems for U.N. Univ.research?
\

b) Will U.N.U,. research be dovetailea with WHO, FAO, UNESCO, etc.?

c).Should UNU research and reports alWaye-be as determined by

U.N. member governments', or may the University:maintain

intellectual' integrity by initiating and sponsoring its

own research?

d) What role for the U.N.U. .in fostering intercultural integration?

e).

2. Bay Area Regional Cooperation/Collaboration
.4

a) Develop dossier of names/affiliations/exPertise of individual

scholars, spedialists in this area?-

.b) Provide an opportunity for these individuals to come together

to pool their talents? to communicate their common concerns?

to the U.N.U.? ,,to the general public? to initiate research

without necessarily awaiting an invitation from Tokyo or

regional headquariere

o) Get names and resources of research/data centers /facilities/

institutions?

d) Establish study group to investigate feasibility'Ofestablish-

ing U.N.U. center in San. Francisco aresc.e*haSizing pragmatic

problem-solving approach? (not necessarily formally associated

I

with world headquarters?)

e).Temporary cleeringhoUse/information-center-pending results.

of (d)? Methodsiof funding?

3; ComMbnicition and Education

a) Relationship between ..local group and U.S4ommi:-for U ti

with regional U.N.W. center7 with world- headquartert?-'

b)- Communicating research results to schools, colleges,citirens?

c) Potential role-for youth in advisorp.capacity?; in research?

d) Role of foreign students providing- cross-cultural information/

response to-existing research? helping teach U.S. students

and teachers?

e) Educators'. role inloroviding information about priority world

problems (war/peace, poverty, etc.) in the curriculum?

Training of teachers for these new responsibilities?.
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UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY

--- COLLOQUIUM REPORT

General Program/Policies

a). What are'the "prt6rity" world problems for U.N. Uni-
versity research?

Some participants felt that there was not sufficient e

information to make a sophisticated analysis, and that --
until after further siediesthe first order of businesi
should be tgrestablish a working etudy group or.steerin&
committee tU foster the idea of a UNU branch in San Fran-
cisco. Academicians, businesS peogle;.studehtvand others
!gho express an interest should be members of the steering
ommittee, which would be relatively informal.

p- '
Most participants, however, were readyto suggest,prior-

.

ivies, It was felt that peoplelsAleeds in individual
countries,not just national.interests,are global prob-
lems.

There was much consensus upon two areas: environment and
intercultural integration. Energy' resource research was

.

seen feasible pn a landscape that provideseverything,from
tidal action to earthquake faults, from solar.to geothermal
power. There would be a research focus on air, water and

1. land, directed 'toward making a .liveable girth for all, gen-.
erationq, An aspect of the research woul be concerned
with the question of how do we move things (environmental,
ly) politically.? This question was se,en as connected with
a focus.upon the problems of the resolution of conflicts
of human interest, It was pointed out that the BayArea
is blessed with a very great ethnic-cultural variety and
that if we took that fact as the bvis of work on conflict
resolution and environmental impact, we would then be work -.°
ing on. building multicultural culturewhich is what a UNU
ought to be about, Clearly, 1.-4' was felt the UNU should,be
concerned with peaceful coexiFtences and lasting peace, with
sharing and' with the identity-forming value of international
experience, ,

Another particularly,coherent idea, related to the above,
was that priority problems. lie first within t e UNU itself:

°.!
what is knowledge and what are the best meth of cammtu

aiCating it especially. at a university level; at is edu-
cation, especially university education? Certainly a U.N.

00009
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,University must be different from schools of thought with
national interests in mathematics, physics as well as
philosolahit religion; etc. '1..t`must not even be assumed
that Sublect matters are the way to gain knowledge, but,
rather the whole -system off' gaining. diffusing-knowl-
edge must be questioned antLthought afresh in,a U.N. con-
text and in the light of the latest criticisms of univer-!,
sity education throughout the world. ,World studies, inter
disciplinary studies, the eliMination of quantitive methods
of evaluating a'qualitative experience, freedom from pre-
requisites and openness to any age were SOMe or:the posi-
tive suggestions.

One of the prime tasks of regional.institutions in such
places as Tokyo, North America, Europe,' Africa, etc.
would be,to-infuse a world outlook and bring about a
transformation of the participants in the U.N. Univers-
ity.itself; whereas, at present,.national institutions
tend to dominate the world.

Aft these problems have been metcomes the investiga-
'tion,of specific problems such as conflict resolution,
the study of war .and peace'and violence at the dcdestic
level, and the causes that lead 'to conflict' such at over-
population and shortage of.food. Then'we.needjU.N. stud-'
ies of population, trade, energy resources, communications
and interdependence.dn a worldscale. But along with phy-
siCal needs goes the necessity for a History dt Humankind--
an- historical work looking at man functionally in terms of
tools, language,' etc., but also culturally in terms oflit-
erature, art', philosophy, religion; written disinterested-
ly,And without national. bias. Linguistic research-and the
cdeparable value of all languages and cultures should en-
courage a unity of dignity and status anlid a diversity of
custom.

Members of one group were interested in how far the expoKi-
ence of the East/West Center in Honolulu, Hawaii shed any
light on the proposed UNU research centers.

There' was al4t feeling that theilUNU could best serve as a
clearing-house for research - -as a data bank for frontier-
research toward the solution of global problems. -

b) Will UNU research be dovetailed with WHO, FAO, UNESCO; etc ?.
4

The participanta for the(mo-st part agreed that this should
be a part of the structure, with care being taken not to
-load research with national goals-aid ideas. With respect
to a UNU branch,..,the work of the agencies might be dove:-
tailed as it, applies to this region.

0001.0i,
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Some urged that UNiSCO was originally enjoined to do all
the things proposed for the UUU,'but has become a Bureau-

, _ cracy in which the mem ers engage in self-perpetuating
and internalized activi ies. So, possibly, our efforts
should be devoted to ma ng UNESCO fulfill its functions
rather"than starting a new institution which itself might
become a bureaucracy. .The question was raised as to what
dXtent the existing U.N.'agencies have been used or their
experience studied. Thfough the UN the successes ocWHO,
UNESCO and other age.ncies may be ehlarged.

The participants felt that, as a'daia bank, the UNU could-
catalyze innovation. The World; Headquarters would ideal-
ly have a fadOty of renaissance people--great scholars
serving as the nexus for the UNU matrix. -

Should UNU research and re Orts alWays be as determined
by U.N. member governments, or may the University main-
tain intellqctual integrity by initiating and sponsoring
its own research?

Generally, 7it was thought that it would best be a'matter
of request or suggestion, rather than determination. It.
-would be necessary that governmentsl.requirements be re-- ,

spected or the regional centers would be emasculated, but
it would also'be an obligation of the°'UNU to educate'gov-
ernments and bureaucracies. In the regions there would
also be the difficulty of influences from funding sources.

.Too much governmental or non-g
would be a kiss of deaVE for t

I,ship was seen of non-governmen
1 and the UNUto guarantee acade
I to be safeguards against the e

vernmental pojer it wa felt
e UNU concept. A partner
al and governmental entities
is freedom. There would need
ection of a mere ivory towei..

i The UNU.could not be purely an information and'research
clearing house without making t ineffective as an initia-
tor of action programs.

the Secretary-General and Mr. ayhe were seen as buffers
for" intellectual integrity.

What role for the UNU in fost ring interaturhl integration?

Intercultural integration; unity in diversity, will be a
priority of the UNU. The UNU ill be 'concerned with' all
aspects of w9rld community. A the UNU the faculty will

. itself ,be paft of a focus of 'i terCultural integration:
In the regional centers, inter ultural integration will

i
pr ceed as two or more, centers get to work and sommuni-
ca e.

.
00011



2.., Bay Area .Regional Cooperation/Collaboration
P

a) .Develop dossift of naines/affiliapionsAxpertise of in-.
dividual schoelars, specialists in this area?,

'44

Yes, a data collection center or mechanism -is needed to
catalog.the area's 'resources and priMary research activi-
ties,that have world implications.-

Leaders of the peOple.should'also be'conside;ed resources..

Existing researchitenters.in the Bay Area should be uti-
lizecj.lizeq. The social econom cAultural variety here is not-
able. The Academy of Worl Studies can be utilized as an
information center with lis s of resources av
ticularly with regard tO in ividual,scholars,.nd'experts
who can contribute much-to such a prbject:.

b) -Provide An opportunity for these indiNaduals to Cote to.
gether to pool their talents? to communicate their com-

. mon concerns" to the UNU ?.to the genera/ public?-to ini-
tifte research without necessarily awaiting an invitation,
from Tokyo' or regional-headquarters?

Yes, emphatically,. to all four parts.

A branch must be able to initiate:research and ,provide"
uninvited re-ports/ suggestions.

-A specific approach would be to ask the Academy of World
Studies to initiate.and sponsor" or co.-sponsor) a-Bay Area
Conference,

There should be a San Frahcisco Committee for the United
Nations University, with various subcommittees, and a
clearing-house.

c) Get names and resources of research/data centers/facilities/
institutions?

Definitely. The'estensive files or the Academy. of World
Studies should be utilized,

Results of the Colloquium should' be sent to affiliations
and interested organizations which might provide resources

v, and ideas.

Four resource/liaison instrumentalities were suggested:
, .

,
A. \.

2' Itlgre'gjanZZ4.:Zncogrcl%
3 Iiidustrial-prbfessional

!ggatiOnal) .1.; .

4 Abbtract-dultural (arts, religions, ideologies) *-
I

'I 4,
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Establish study group tcoinvestigate feasibility of es-
tablishing UNU center in San Francis area, emphaiiking
pragmatic problem-solving approach? (not ecessarily
mally associated with world headquarters?

Yes, but some felt.the "pragmatic pr em-solving approach"
was questionable as the sole basis for establishing a'UNU
center in San Francisco. In any case,, there is no greater
"problem" to be solved than the effective fostering orinT,
tercultural understanding ,and the,mutual peace-of the many
nations of the world, This,is far more likely to be re-
ialized by world studies in the fields of ,language and lib-
eral arts than by research,into fossil fuels.

Others considered there lino point in discussing
ideal goals that.are not fiftly-"g0ounded in pragmatic
realities whether geographie,':econOW or political.

It was felt to.be,a qUeston -of mobilizing and :organizing
the .resources already available ih the,Bay Area. Advan-
tageshould te.taken of vhe unique.cultUral cross,sectiOns
here, carrying into ptactittterdisciplinaey world-itud-
'ies.,Small groups within easyreachof each' other need
to bk constituted. The Bay Area center should be for all
ages and all "minorities.'

.

-It was feltT that , the Academy of World Studies should be-
the;affiliated inetitution, as a.clearing-hoOse, in San
Francisco and that The C011oquium participants should
constitUtethemselves as an initiating consortium.

..e) Temporary clearing house/Information.CenterVending re-
sults of (d) V Methods of 'funding?

As noted above, it was felt the Aca4pmy of World. Studies
should serve as 'such a clearing - house, inconjufiction
with the, UNA'and World Affairs Compil of Northern 'Cali .

cornia. Some thought that the establishment of research
:areas tor the UNU in the Bay Area might appropriately be
allowed tofzovern participations

-Funding, some thought, shoulalbe done by a separate group.
All methods of funding shouldbe used, possibly .on'an ad
hoc for specific projects. Although, for example,
the oil companies might be persuaded to contribute some
of their recent prbfits,Raising funds in support" of
UNU must-be grass-rootsi and we here at this Colloquium
must .set an example in getting the necessary money flaVirig.

Communication and Education

a) Relationship between local group and U.S.'Committee for
UNU? with regional UNU center? with world headquaiters?

00013
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'o This is a matter Por-vhe future. In'ai4-event, the rela-
tionships must be worked.out pragmatically in the light
forthcoming decisions and events, particularly in view

. dr who becomes the rector of the UNU an3 where the main
. center is located,,A-

Possibly the local committee might be formed around the .

4 local members of the National Committee., Hoever that
-may develOp,, groups should be- concerned with finding °.

'."Openings to the people." Ultimately, existing institu-
tions and peopleshould pass on their findings to a local
center .and" 'then to Tokyo.

. .

. b) Communicating research res is to schools, colleges, citi-
zens? .

a*

-Unquestionably this is necessary. Them are pioneering
educational efforts in the Bay Area which-can be utilized- -
-such as World College West and'the Workshop of Nations.
Posiibly Hawaii's East -West Center can be built into the
UNUr structure*. and.adVhntage taken of the State Depart.-
mentAffice of)"Education-approved CULC N relationship be-
twe61 the U.S.. end apan. The network of World Affairs
COuncilspwuld' alio be utilized., Many Universities haves

'A.nterneetional affiliations.

There'needs to be a publications. bOdge to communicate re-
to colleges and' univ i cities,. and press and
Atom, the, public at large.

1

for youth:inoadvisory capacity? in. research?

a

search results
TV coverage-to

c) Potential role

The participants were particularly worried about the ex-
clusion"of students from the proposed university. The
question was raised of the lack of participation of inter-
national student grdaps in the (;,emulation of the UNU char-

- ter. Many governments and univ0,4,1tiesAay not want their
students.to participate in UNU, regarding it as a competi-
tor for the interests oI' their own students and a bar to
theflending of their own programs. -ThUs in many cases 'any

appeal for the services of youth in advisory and research D

capacities must go over the heads of existing institutions.

There is, it was fel;v a huge potential for the involve-
ment of youth."Studehts" would include all,students in '
schools, and the pub/ice There would be a mutual educa-
tion role for everyone, 'resource persons" 10.1 over.

'Student participation-in the problem-solving approach ia-

not only feasible, practical and valuable--it saves
dollars. High school students should be encouraged to
participate in developing new problem -solving approach

'00014-.
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to education and other social concerns,'There would be
law'students in the BaArei who might be. enlisted ifi
support of the United Nationd,Upiversity.

A

4

I

In-general,the participants thought it quite possible that
the UNU might catch on as an ideal for the focussed activi-
ties of ybuth, if the, ideas..were made relevant to the world-
view-of youth. Viers was discussion of the use 'of such forms,
of ,the ma media-as the music popular with youth.

d) Role of forefgnatudents providing crosa-epltural inforMa-
', tion/response to existing research? helping teach U.S.

.

students and teachers?

There _is a great potential in this. It is very importafit
that there sholad be people of different ethnic. grgupi

s living together and having rap sessions, and thieahould -

be done by students. .

At the moment, foreign students are an almost untapped
resource. The language problem; the conditions under wheh
they come here, the adjustment to the way of life here, etc.,
-all contribute to a great reticence on their part --an un-
willingness to criticize. Special sessions would have to

--'be arranged with sympathetic Foreign Student Advisors to
elicit really hhlpfUl criticisms of education he;e in terms
of its nationalism and restricted viewpoint, an& to pass
°on these observations impersonally/to the. departments conc--

o
cerned. /

e) Educator's role in providing informationabout priority
world problems (war/peace, poverty; etcs;Yl.n the curricu7
lum? Training of teachers for these new responsibilities?'

The training of teachers for these new responsibilites
demands undergraduate and graduate World Studies in the
regional centers, and also extension courses for persona

. . of any age who have already completed their studies. in
whole or in. part but want to revise them in the. light of
a world viewpoint. Only, thus can regional centers-have
any real impact on surrounding educAtiOhal institutions--
kn terms of revision or their curricula and of the'vieWs
of their faculty.

In the-present.UNU Charter, rotating faculty must come.
from already entrenched positions, and thisAlould become.

(.worse should any of tiler achieVe so, sort of permaneh*
status in UNU. The example of the'Institute of Advanced
Studies at Princeton, at Simla in India, and for-the Be-
havioral.Scienc,a It Stanford auggests that the non-permanent
status of the'Rector and the proposed facult is a good point.
in the present document. Nevertheless;_as a whole,-might
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the UNU- tureaucrpts hpVe taken the original'vision of
U Th:nt ;--nd turned It into a little series of research

' centers merely devO!'ed to present inter'ests of the United
Nations and not really deserviing of the tame of a Universi-
ty? One .,ould hope nct,

Metre 1.s-need .for mechanisms to eugage the world's.teach-
erg.

:
There is great nee. that 'the curricula be world-based,
and ,for museums that'cortce-ptualize wor;c1 concerns.

Participants'felt that by all Mearis the UNU should be
tied-in as much as possible with' the schools of this com-
munity: r
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,

DidiTe colloquium reach consensus? .Yes, on broad matters
of policy -even if just, in certain instances, on what are the

. major'etecisiond that must be made by the U.N. University's lead- '°
ers,0 the fu . In otherinstancesp.there seemed'to be agree,-
Ment'as taw at basic problems must first. be overcome if the UNU
concept is t prevail: e.g., where is. the money to come from?
This 3%a particularly poignant question -as to many partsof the'
world where the results of the UNU research might literally mean

, life or death for the citizenry --- a citizenry.who are themselves
. incapableof funding such research.

. _. ,,.
4 Participants in .the ColloqUium recognized the importance. of
leaving Open A-resolution Of 'the issue: elitism and/Or popUlasml,
The Charterif viewed literally stresses the "philosopher-king"k
approach; oldei" savants in booklined towers,, 'aided by computer ',1

science, giving "the word" for solution of. global. Problems pOstO
to them by national governments. A loOser interpretation, faiirOdd
by such prestigious ifnon-official observers as Harold'TaylOr,
would encourage bringing.into the United Nations University'sys-

. tem, from the outset,.a global association of all existing educe'
tional institutions and participants (students, teachers, adminis-
trators.), This should range from:the primary grades- {why not.even-
`pre-school, ed to the esprit) through college /university graduatet'
school--indeed, inVlUde very prominently ad_ ult education (better
termed "continuinr)--so 'that participation.in all levels of learn-
ing and research should be a part of the UNU experience in the de-
termination of what are the major problems, and then in search for
their' amelioration.

Now we come to what all persons involved in this discussion
Ir. seemed to ,agree is the core. philosophy-of the liNus it is to be

pragmatic rather than theoretical. There is to be a joining of
hands in the search for a better life (perhaps for the continua-

,

pion of life itself, cons ering the single problem of atiolish-
ing the decidedly immature nd increasingly unhealthy institu-
tion of war.) The purpose of education, especially higher educa-
tion, is to serve mankind--and, one hopes, the'other denizens-of
the globe.

.

The foregoing is a very different .kettle of fish from what
moat national leadersand'their adult gopulacessee. as the main
purposes of education today: the-two-fad and non-competitive aims.
of (1) indoctrinating the young in the values of their, particular
tribe (nation-olders)--i.e., encoUragementof ekclusivism,:chau-
vinism, parochialism; and(2) preparation tor personally coping.with
the ,complexities of civilization, especially employment and other
Matters primarily economic. (Educational.preparstion for sophie'-

v.
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tication in.matt rs political is generally avoided in all nations.
perhaps for the /embarrassment that consequent discermigfir might
create.)

Because the -U.N. University-idea is to use knowledge for glob
al problei-solving and, even more imporaint, a certain amount of .

problem- averting, this poses a-challenge to the aim of education
in the national programs of the appipximately one hundred fifty
existing nation - states. If their national educational goals are
notto beout of step with this universal aim, they will probably
have to revise their philosophies--and their courses, and their
grading' systems, and their degrees. The UNU aim has far greater
perspectIve. It ds long-range and globally 'humanitarian. 'HOW can ,

the world's people tie in to the worldwide educational program
while continuing to major in the myopic course of "Flag-Waving"

my nation--to heck with the other 149...0 or "Money-
',Making" (for myself, in nations stressing "jugged individualiam"
or for my society, .in. nations stressing socialistic brotherhood")?

It is really difficult to see how'a complementary, supplementary.
system of national educational programs associated with .the U.N.
University can be brought about through other than radical change-:'
from their present rationale. Here indeed is a challengewhiOh- has
gripped the imagination of many of theparticipants at th;*-con-
ference in San Francisco. .The'Academy of World Studies already
planning a series of meetings in the coming Fall for those who wish
to pursue the matter further: what changes to current educational
systems and t'ecl-niques would be most helpful to promote the UNU
idea?

One outgrowth of the Colloquium was the desire of those atterld-
ing than the Academy ,of World St.T,diescarry on the task of serving
as a clearing-house and information center for those in the greater
San Francisco BayArea wishing to promote the development and pra-
gress of the UNU. Steps are already underway for the-establish=°
ment of a regional-committee to serve the'same purpose for this
area as does the United States Committee for the. United Nations
.University (headquartered in New York) for efforts within the U.S.A.
Representation on,such.6 committee in the birthplace of the United
Nati)ons-is to be as broad as the cross-section of,discasanterat
the Colloquium: all ages, all levels of education, and a solid
group of persona from other than)simpiy the academic community.
Civic groups, especially those already involved in world affairs

. froth the standpoint of international organizations or global is-
sues--oriented in the fieldgof war/Peace, population groWth en-
vironmental control, -etc.; are invited tO.Oarticifpate from the be-
ginning, just as they did serve in the-Colputuit.

An immediate task for this Bay Area'groupcould be the initia-
tion of research and preparation of "dossiers" on, what ersons (ex-
perts,n'different fields) what institutions (schools, co eges,
universities, libraries, research centers, etc.) are in-the region.
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The cataloguing of these facilities (already-begun in some measure
by associates of the Academy, =who also have a fairly extensive
over -all file on major,wOrld problems that will constitute the
grist'for UNU researchers) could easily become a community effort.
Comparable compiling of such information in other mgjor population.
centers, especially when all are tied together by the now possible
communications networks, could constitute the 'Who, what, and where"
that will be necessary to thOwengagaJln the task of conducting the
research for the world university,

Some may worry--as many did at the San Franca co Colloquium
about the fact that the Charter for the UNU callsor no students,
no faculty--no other such assets or liabilitieg (the word."res-
pectively" not being imPliedt)--generally associated with the
term "university." This does not seem too serious when one real-
izes that the global rstl.tution about to be founded has" many dif-ferent directions in hich to grow. WitH the exception-of few na- .

tiOns such as Japani..the UNU is going to -have to depend on no
governmentaaotunds'hnd efforts. A group of individual workers a-
round San FrantiscoBay-fth join their colleagues. in pther parts
of the globe in helping to provide the soil and waterifoF further
development. Without -such widespread public support it is not
likely that the UNU will.realize its ft potential.

The-United Natits University cop 'pt is that. of applying the
world !A best brains to tacklidg the )0 rldls worst problems. 'In
a global sense,'vieWed-from a.truly "inoptic_yorldview perspective,
the, priorities facing us are: first-.-life; ten - -a. better life. Here
lies a great opportunity foi those with administrative talent, with
scholastic expertise, with intellectual curiosity to pool their re-
sources at a time when cooperation hati become vital for survival.

ArMsused_destrOy4 Arms unused obsolesce.

If a' substantial portion Of the world's current expenditgres on
the weaponry establishment were made Available for hUmanityft sy-
nergistic use of knowledge already accessible to us,' Astodhding
benefits could be-produced for succeeding generations:-

.

This is the exciting challenge for those who now help plot the
course of the United Nations University.

Bennet $kewes-Cox
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